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Coherent Conversion Between Microwave and Optical
Photons—An Overview of Physical Implementations

Nicholas J. Lambert, Alfredo Rueda, Florian Sedlmeir,* and Harald G. L. Schwefel*

Quantum information technology based on solid state qubits has created
much interest in converting quantum states from the microwave to the optical
domain. Optical photons, unlike microwave photons, can be transmitted by
fiber, making them suitable for long distance quantum communication.
Moreover, the optical domain offers access to a large set of very
well-developed quantum optical tools, such as highly efficient single-photon
detectors and long-lived quantum memories. For a high fidelity microwave to
optical transducer, efficient conversion at single photon level and low added
noise is needed. Currently, the most promising approaches to build such
systems are based on second-order nonlinear phenomena such as
optomechanical and electro-optic interactions. Alternative approaches,
although not yet as efficient, include magneto-optical coupling and schemes
based on isolated quantum systems like atoms, ions, or quantum dots.
Herein, the necessary theoretical foundations for the most important
microwave-to-optical conversion experiments are provided, their
implementations are described, and the current limitations and future
prospects are discussed.
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1. Introduction

The building block for quantum informa-
tion technologies is the qubit—a two level
system the quantum state of which can
be prepared, manipulated, andmeasured.[1]

Many promising solid state implementa-
tions of qubits have been demonstrated, in-
cluding superconducting qubits of diverse
flavours,[2,3] spin qubits,[4,5] and charge
qubits in various material systems.[6,7] Typi-
cal characteristic energy scales for these sys-
tems correspond to radiation frequencies of
order 10GHz, allowing them to be readily
manipulated using commercial microwave
technology.
Proposals for novel quantum informa-

tion processing techniques often rely on
a quantum network,[8–12] linking together
multiple qubits or groups of qubits to en-
able quantum-secure communication,[13,14]

novel metrology techniques,[15,16] or dis-
tributed quantum computing.[17] However,

microwave frequency photons are difficult to transmit over
long distances—typical attenuation in low-loss microwave ca-
bles at 10GHz is more than 1 dBm−1, which compares very
poorly with optical fibres with losses below 0.2 dB km−1 at tele-
com wavelengths (𝜆 ≈ 1550 nm, f ≈ 193 THz). The advantages
of transmitting quantum information over fibers is immediately
apparent.
Furthermore, the thermal occupancy of optical frequency

channels is close to zero at room temperature, in contrast to mi-
crowave modes; a mode with a frequency of 10GHz must be
cooled below 100mK to reduce the average photon occupancy
below 1%. The availability of telecom band single photon detec-
tors, quantum memories,[18,19] and other technologies common
in quantum optics experiments[20] also suggests the need for the
development of techniques for the bi-directional transfer of quan-
tum information between microwave and optical photons.
Such a transducer must have a high fidelity, or quantum ca-

pacity. Although error-correcting quantum algorithms exist,[21,22]

they typically require an error rate less than 1%[23] with the pre-
cise figure depending on both the scheme to be implemented
and the nature of the errors. A transducer must also have a high
quantum efficiency—close to one output photon must be pro-
duced for every input photon. Quantum capacity is finite only if
the conversion efficiency is greater than 50%,[24] although indi-
rect schemes involving heralded entanglement of photons may
avoid this limit.[25]
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Qubit implementations relying on microwave excitations are
typically operated in dilution fridges with base temperatures of
around 10mK. The transducer must therefore operate in a cryo-
genic environment. This also prevents inadvertent up-conversion
of thermal microwave photons, but places stringent restrictions
on the power dissipation in the device; the cooling power of a dilu-
tion fridge at 100mK is typically only a few hundred microwatts.
The figure of merit here is the energy-per-qubit, the quantum
equivalent of the energy-per-bit—the energy associated with each
transmitted data bit.[26,27]

Finally, quantum systems rapidly lose information to their en-
vironment due to decoherence. The device must therefore have
enough bandwidth for sufficient information to be transmitted
before it is lost—the best decoherence times for superconduct-
ing qubits approach 0.1ms,[28] corresponding to a bandwidth
of 10 kHz.
These requirements combine to make the task a challenging

one. Efficient frequency mixing cannot occur unless a significant
non-linearity is introduced. This can come from the susceptibility
of a transparent material such as lithium niobate (LiNbO3), lead-
ing to an electro-optic non-linearity. Alternatively, more extreme
non-linearities are found near the resonances of three (or more)
level systems, such as rare earth ions in crystals, or rubidium va-
pors. The non-linearity can also emerge due to indirect coupling
mediated by another mode, such as mechanical or piezoelectric
vibrations or magnetostatic modes.
The effect of non-linearities can be increased by placing the

material in resonant cavities, where they experience both an
enhanced photon interaction time, and a modified density of op-
tical states. Because of the importance of cavities to experimental
implementations of microwave-to-optical transducers, we start
this progress report by giving an overview of the physics of cavity
modes. We then detail current experimental approaches, before
summarizing progress to date and outlining possible future
directions.

2. Cavities

2.1. Cavity Properties

Electromagnetic cavities[29] support long-lived localized electro-
magnetic modes, characterized by a resonant frequency f0. The
mode is subject to loss, which might be due to radiative losses,
absorption by scattering centers, ohmic losses, dielectric losses,
etc; these are termed dissipative losses, and we denote the dis-
sipative intensity loss rate due to all these effects by 𝜅′. (Alter-
natively, the field loss rate 𝛾 ′ = 𝜅′∕2 can be used. Symbols are
summarised in Table 1.) Typically, the mode is probed via its cou-
pling to travelling waves that are propagating either in free space,
or in waveguides such as a coax cable or optical fibre, through
one or more ports with coupling rates 𝜅j. The mode can be ex-
cited via these ports, but also loses energy through them. The
total loss rate is therefore the sum of dissipative losses and exter-
nal losses through ports, 𝜅 = 𝜅′ +

∑
j 𝜅j. This gives the linewidth

of the mode. Narrow linewidths correspond to long photon con-
finement times 𝜏p = 1∕𝜅, allowing longer interaction lengths for
weak non-linear effects to become significant. The quality factor
Q of amode of angular frequency𝜔0 is defined asQ = 𝜔0𝜏p, with
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a higher quality factor corresponding to a longer lifetime for pho-
tons in the cavity at 𝜔0, but also a slower response of the system
to a change in stimulus and hence a smaller bandwidth.
The cavity mode can be characterized by exciting the mode

via a port, and measuring the reflected power. The ratio of
reflected to incident power is termed S11. (Modes can also be
probed in transmission by measuring the power emitted from
a second port, but this is undesirable because the absence of
a baseline makes analysis of resonator loss impossible.) The
interplay between the coupling rate at the measured port 𝜅1 and
the other loss rates 𝜅′ +

∑
j≥2 𝜅j allows three different regimes

to be defined: under-coupled (𝜅1 < 𝜅
′ +

∑
j≥2 𝜅j), over-coupled

(𝜅1 > 𝜅
′ +

∑
j≥2 𝜅j), and critically coupled (𝜅1 = 𝜅′ +

∑
j≥2 𝜅j).

They can be distinguished by examining both real and imagi-
nary parts (or, equivalently, amplitude and phase) of the reflected
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Table 1. Symbols and their meanings.

Symbol Meaning Units

𝜔 Angular frequency s−1

𝜔n Angular frequency of optical mode n s−1

Ω Angular frequency of microwave signal s−1

𝜅′n Dissipative loss rate of cavity mode intensity (for mode n) s−1

𝜅n,(j) External loss rate of cavity mode intensity at jth port (for mode n) s−1

𝜅e,n Total external loss rate of cavity mode intensity (for mode n) s−1

𝜅n Total loss rate of cavity mode intensity (for mode n) s−1

𝛾 ′n Dissipative loss rate of cavity mode field (for mode n) s−1

𝛾n,(j) External loss rate of cavity mode field at jth port (for mode n) s−1

𝛾e,n Total external loss rates of cavity mode field (for mode n) s−1

Γn Total loss rate of cavity mode (for mode n) s−1

Q Quality factor of cavity mode n,
𝜔n

2Γn
1

g Coupling rate s−1

𝜌(𝜔) Local density of optical states J m−3

â†, â Creation and annihilation operators for field a 1

𝜒 (n) n-th order electric susceptibility 1

𝜂 Quantum efficiency 1

T Cavity mode temperature K
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Figure 1. Simulated S11 for an under-, over-, and critically coupled 3D
cavity. a) Amplitude of reflected wave. At the resonant frequency Ω, the
reflected power is finite for over- and under-coupling, but goes to zero
for critical coupling. The shift of Ω to lower frequencies due to increasing
coupling is also apparent. b) Phase of reflected power. The initial phase
in these simulation is arbitrary, and the jump in the phase is due to the
discontinuity at 𝜙 = ±𝜋. c) The same data plotted parametrically on po-
lar axes. Distinguishing over-coupled (circle encloses the origin), critically
coupled (circle goes through the origin), and under-coupled (circle does
not enclose the origin) measurements is now straightforward.

signal as a function of frequency. Typical data for a 3Dmicrowave
cavity are shown in Figure 1, and the analysis can bemade robust
against noise and reflections by including terms describing the
environment to which it is coupled.[30]

Besides coherent excitation at the input port, at finite tempera-
tures, a cavity mode is thermally occupied. For a mode of temper-
ature T and angular frequency 𝜔, the mean thermal occupancy
is nth = 1∕(e(ℏ𝜔∕kBT) − 1). The internal occupancy of the mode nth,i
can be reduced by decreasing the temperature of the cavity en-
vironment, but the total occupancy also depends on the external
occupancies (and hence temperatures), nth,j, to which themode is
coupled via the jth port. The total thermal occupancy of the mode
is given by the weighted average of all coupled occupancies,

nth =
𝜅′

𝜅
nth,i +

∑
j

𝜅(j)

𝜅
nth,j (1)

Thermal occupancy is negligible for optical frequency modes
even at room temperature (nth < 10−13), but is significant for
microwave modes (with Ω ∼ 10GHz, nth ≈ 625 at 300K) unless
cooled to cryogenic temperatures (nth ≈ 10−2 at 104mK). These
photons can be a significant source of noise for microwave up-
conversion, particularly at the single photon limit, where inci-
dental up-conversion of thermal photons can dominate if they
are not suppressed.
It is also useful to define the volume of the cavity mode, but

this can be difficult for cavities with finite coupling to the en-
vironment, with the situation being particularly troublesome for
open cavities. In early literature,[31] the physical volume of the cav-
ity, V was used for the mode volume. This is a somewhat crude
estimation and

V =
∫V 𝜖(r)|E(r)|2
(𝜖(r)|E(r)|2)max

(2)

for electric field E(r) is generally found to give a better value for
the volume of the electric field of the mode,[32] particularly when
the spatial boundaries of the mode are clearly defined, but the
integral diverges if allowed to run over all space,[33] and for very
leaky cavities, it is not always obvious what the best renormaliza-
tion approach is.[34–39] (If we care about the magnetic component
of the cavity field rather than the electric component, E(r) is re-
placed by B(r) and 𝜖(r) is replaced by 1∕𝜇(r).)

2.2. Coupled Systems

The coherent interaction between photons and other systems is
at the heart of many technologies, but for photons in travelling
waves, it is frequently too weak to be useful. To enhance the in-
teraction time and strength, the photons are confined to a cavity.
Using this approach, the interaction can be increased such that
the states of two systems are hybridized, and they cannot be de-
scribed separately. Instead, they are described by cavity quantum
electrodynamics, and applications of this theory have shown their
usefulness for the control of quantum systems such as atoms,
qubits, and spin ensembles.[40,41]

The coupling strength associated with the exchange of an en-
ergy quantum between the two interacting systems is depen-
dent on the overlap between the final state and the single photon
Hamiltonian acting on the initial state. It is given by the transi-
tion matrix element

g = 1
ℏ
⟨ f |Ĥint|i⟩ (3)

where i (f ) is the state of the system before (after) the exchange.
Here, g is the single photon coupling strength, and it is very
often desirable to make this as large as possible. This can be
done by increasing the magnitude of the dipole transition link-
ing the two states, co-aligning the dipole and the field, or in-
creasing the strength of the single-photon electric or magnetic
field in the cavity at the location of the dipole. The strength of
the field at the dipole can be changed by varying the position
of the dipole in the cavity; positioning the resonator at a cavity
field antinode maximizes the coupling. The strength of the field
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can also be increased by reducing the electric or magnetic vol-
ume of the cavity, and therefore increasing the confinement of
the photon.[36] The relative volumes of the magnetic and electric
parts of the mode’s electromagnetic field are characterized by its
impedance. By tailoring the mode form, it can be chosen to be ei-
ther high impedance, to maximize the coupling to electric dipole
moments,[42–45] or low impedance, maximizing coupling to mag-
netic dipole moments.[46–48]

2.3. Weak and Strong Coupling

Two coupling regimes can be identified; in the weak coupling
regime, the coupling strength is less than the linewidths of the
two resonances. The interaction can then be treated as a second
order perturbation on each system due to the other, leading to
a change in their resonant frequencies and spontaneous decay
rates. The latter phenomenon is termed the Purcell effect,[31] and
is due to the cavity introducing a frequency dependency to the
local density of optical states (LDOS) 𝜌(𝜔). For a cavity supporting
several modes labelled with index n

𝜌(𝜔) =
∑
n

1
𝜋

Γn∕2
(𝜔 − 𝜔n)2 + Γ2n∕4

(4)

which is the product of the LDOS of free space with a sum of
Lorentzian lineshapes of widths Γn and frequencies𝜔n. The tran-
sition rate, Γi→f , of a two-level system coupled to the cavity is now
given by Fermi’s Golden rule,

Γi→f =
2𝜋
ℏ

|||⟨ f |Ĥint|i⟩|||2𝜌(𝜔) (5)

The effect of the cavity is therefore to enhance the spontaneous
emission rate at frequencies close to resonance and suppress it
away from resonance.[32] The enhancement on resonance over
the emission rate in free space, Γfree, is termed the Purcell factor,
and is given by

P =
Γi→f

Γfree
= 3
4𝜋2

𝜆3cav

(
Q
V

)
(6)

where 𝜆cav is the wavelength on resonance within the cavity and
Q is the quality factor of the cavity mode.
The requirements for a large Purcell factor follow those for

enhanced coupling insofar as a small cavity volume enhances
the relaxation rate, but the LDOS is also enhanced by increas-
ing the mode lifetime. Control of the LDOS by cavities protects
qubits from spontaneous emission,[49–52] controls relaxation in
spin ensembles,[53] and tunes the emission properties of single-
photon sources.[54–58]

Alternatively, if g is larger than the linewidths, the system is in
the strong coupling regime, in which the coupling rate is larger
than the loss rates, and a perturbative analysis does not apply
when the two are close to resonance. In particular, if 𝜔a = 𝜔b,
the degeneracy is lifted by the interaction, and a doublet of new

eigenstates of eigenfrequencies 𝜔a ±
1
2
g are formed. This effect

is termed normal mode splitting, and theHamiltonian of the sys-

tem is given by the Rabi equation,

Ĥ = Ĥa + Ĥb + Ĥint (7)

= ℏ𝜔a(â
†â) + ℏ𝜔b(b̂

†b̂) +
ℏg
2
(â† + â)(b̂† + b̂) (8)

Here, â† (â) is the raising (lowering) operator for the first cavity,
and b̂† (b̂) is the raising (lowering) operator for the second cav-
ity or two-level system. By expanding the interaction term and
ignoring the high-frequency components (the rotating wave ap-
proximation), we arrive at the beam splitter Hamiltonian,[59]

Ĥ = ℏ𝜔a(â
†â) + ℏ𝜔b(b̂

†b̂) +
ℏg
2
(âb̂† + â†b̂) (9)

The interaction term now describes the coherent transfer of en-
ergy between the two systems. The rotating wave approximation
is valid only when g ≪ 𝜔1,𝜔2. If this is not the case, then the
system is in the ultrastrong coupling or deep strong coupling
regimes.[60,61]

While the above discussion is framed in terms of photons in
electromagnetic cavities, any other oscillating system that admits
second quantization can be treated in the same way. In particular,
mechanical vibrations in high Q membranes and beams can be
described in terms of phonons, and excitations of magnetostatic
modes as magnons. Equation (9) describes coherent conversion
between bosonic modes; if b̂†(b̂) is replaced with the atomic rais-
ing (lowering) operator �̂�+(�̂�−), the equation describes coherent
conversion between boson modes and two-level systems, and is
known as the Jaynes–Cummings Hamiltonian.
The objective of up-conversion is to exploit theseHamiltonians

to achieve coherent conversion between a microwave frequency
mode and an optical mode, perhaps via other modes. In the fol-
lowing sections, we examine specific systems in which this can
be implemented.

3. Experimental Approaches

We now describe the state of the experimental art of microwave
upconversion. We divide the approaches into those that rely on
a non-linear electro-optic coupling, those requiring a non-linear
magneto-optic coupling, those that are best described as multi-
level systems, and those where interactions between photons is
mediated by either a mechanical or piezoelectric element.

3.1. Electro-Optic Coupling

Alternating electric fields within a crystal displace charges from
their zero-field equilibrium sites, leading to bond rotation and
bond stretch, and oscillations with harmonic and anharmonic
components.[64,65] The effect is described by thematerial’s suscep-
tibility 𝜒(𝜔,E), which characterizes its polarization in response
to an external electric field E. Very often, a linear approximation
can be made, and this becomes simply 𝜒(𝜔), embodied by the
refractive index, but in media with significant anharmonic com-
ponents, this is not the case.[66] The tensor electric susceptibility
can be written as

P(t) = 𝜀0(𝜒
(1)E(t) + 𝜒 (2)E2(t) + 𝜒 (3)E3(t) +…) (10)
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where 𝜒 (n) is the n-th order electric susceptibility, and is a tensor
of rank (n + 1). The presence of a non-zero 𝜒 (2) is only possible in
crystals lacking inversion symmetry, while the 𝜒 (3) term does not
require a special symmetry and is present in amorphous media
such as liquids and glasses.
A large𝜒 (2), as well as leading to the electro-optic Pockels effect,

allows different frequency fields to interact. Three wave interac-
tions, such as parametric down conversion, sum frequency gen-
eration (SFG), and difference frequency generation (DFG) (also
termed anti-Stokes and Stokes processes, respectively) are made
possible. SFG, is the combination of waves at frequencies 𝜔1 and
𝜔2 (often termed pump and idler) to create a new (signal) wave at
𝜔 = 𝜔1 + 𝜔2. DFG, on the other hand, is the generation of a wave
at 𝜔 = 𝜔1 − 𝜔2 from waves at 𝜔1 and 𝜔2. This process must also
result in additional power at 𝜔2 due to conservation of energy.
DFG can occur spontaneously, creating an incoherent mi-

crowave population and therefore adding noise. This process can
be useful; use of it has been proposed to generate entangled pairs
of microwave and optical photons.[67] Above threshold, the spon-
taneous process can stimulate parametric oscillations generating
coherentmicrowave radiation,[68] but for coherent up-conversion,
DFG is undesirable.
In general, the non-linearities in transparent materials far

from resonance are small, and intense fields, such as those pro-
duced by lasers, are required to observe significant effects. Elec-
tromagnetic cavities are a natural choice to enhance the electric
and magnetic fields in the medium, as well as providing ways to
manipulate energy levels in the device with the toolkit of quan-
tum electrodynamics.
Non-linear electro-optic materials with a significant second-

order non-linear polarizability 𝜒 (2) allow microwave frequencies
to be used to modulate the phase and intensity of incident light
through the Pockels effect. This effect is used in commercial
electro-optic modulators, and can be used to generate SFG and
DFG sidebands. Indeed, commercial electro-optic modulators
based on LiNbO3

[69] could be used for microwave upconversion
with an estimated efficiency of 𝜂 ≈ 3 × 10−7. In ref. [70] a GaAs
crystal was used to observe the up-conversion of radiation from
700GHz to telecom wavelengths. The photon conversion effi-
ciency was measured to be 𝜂 = 10−5 with no resonant enhance-
ment for either the optical or microwave fields.
The large 𝜒 (2) of LiNbO3 was first used for up-conversion

of lower energy microwaves with a frequency of 100GHz by
Strekalov et al.[71,72] In order to increase the efficiency, the optical
pump field was confined in high-quality (Q ∼ 106) whispering
gallery modes (WGMs)[73] supported in a LiNbO3 disk. WGMs
are formed when light propagates along a closed loop formed by
a step change in refractive index. Typically, this is either a circular
disk or microdisk, or a spheroid of a dielectric material[74] in air
or vacuum. Modes are denoted by angular (m), radial (q), and po-
lar (p) indices, and both transverse–electric (TE) and transverse–
magnetic (TM) mode families are supported. Examples of spatial
mode forms are shown in Figure 2.
For modes with fixed radial and polar numbers in a circu-

lar disk of radius r, the frequency separation between succes-
sive angular modes (the free spectral range, FSR) is given by
c∕2𝜋rneff,mqp. Here, neff,mqp is an effective refractive index lower
than that of the dielectric, due to the mode field lying partly out-
side the disk, and is dependent on the polarization of the mode

Figure 2. Electro-optic upconversion. a) Cartoon of process, showing cou-
pling g between optical and microwave modes due to electro-optic non-
linearity, and noise introduced by a thermal bath. b) Realization using a
3D copper cavity and a lithium niobate WGM resonator. Light is prism-
coupled in and out of the WGMs. Reproduced with permission.[62] Copy-
right 2016, OSA Publishing. c) Realization using a coplanar supercon-
ducting cavity and an AlN ring resonator. Reproduced with permission.[63]

Copyright 2018, AAAS.

as well as the angular, radial, and polar indices. For dispersive
media, it is also frequency dependent. For an FSR of 9GHz, a
LiNbO3 disk must have a radius of approximately 2.5mm. Cou-
pling light from free space to the mode is achieved through the
evanescent field, but this cannot be achieved directly due to the
index mismatch between the two media leading to a phase mis-
match between the incoming field and the confined mode. Ei-
ther waveguide or prism coupling is used; in ref. [73], a diamond
prismwas used, allowing close-to-critical coupling to be achieved.
By using a birefringent coupling prism (for example rutile or
LiNbO3), TE and TM modes can be out-coupled along spatially
separated paths. Alternatively, the beams can be separated with
the use of a polarizing beam splitter.[76,77]

For efficient microwave up-conversion, the triple-resonance
condition (Figure 3a), in which the pump, microwave signal, and
optical signal are all resonant with electromagnetic modes, must
bemet, and so both the output frequency and the input frequency
must coincide with that of an optical mode. If this is not the case,
the rate of the up-conversion process will be heavily suppressed
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Figure 3. Spatial form of WGMs. a) Scalar field distribution for TE type
modes. The q = 1, p = 0 is the fundamental mode, while p > 0 and q > 1
are of higher polar and radial order, respectively. b) The scalar field distribu-
tion as function of the radius for TE and TMmodes along the white arrows
on the p = 0 modes in (a). Here, the different boundary conditions for TE
and TM polarization become apparent: TE is continuous and TM has a
discontinuity at the boundary (𝜌 = R0). Reproduced with permission.[75]

Copyright 2018, Sedlmeir.

due to the decreased LDOS. This places a constraint on the al-
lowed microwave frequencies; they must be an integer multiple
of the FSR.
In ref. [72], both Stokes and anti-Stokes processes were ob-

served. To avoid this, a small detuning of the optical pump fre-
quency can result in the anti-Stokes process being preferential,[78]

but at the cost of a reduced pump efficiency (Figure 3b). Tuning
of the frequency separation of the WGMs, and thus selection of
SFG overDFG, is therefore of critical importance for efficient and
noise-free up-conversion. FSR tuning has been achieved in the
context of resonant frequency combs by engineering the disper-
sion of the WGMs by shaping the edge of the disk.[79–81] In that
case, however, the aim was rather to minimize dispersion and
thus make the FSR independent of frequency. Increasing disper-
sion sufficiently to create an FSR that varies significantly between
neighboring modes would be difficult.
A further increase in efficiency can be obtained by resonant

enhancement of the microwave field (Figure 4a). In ref. [62], a
LiNbO3 disk was embedded in a solid copper cavity (Figure 4b),
tuned to match the FSR = 8.9GHz of the WGMs. The loaded
microwave cavity had a quality of Q ≈ 200 at room temperature,
limited by ohmic losses; the carefully polished LiNbO3, however,
showed a particularly high optical Q of ≈ 108. As well as up-
conversion, the system was also used to demonstrate efficient
optical comb generation.[82]

In a double resonant system, the key parameter controlling
conversion efficiency is the multiphoton cooperativity,[67,78] G0 =
npg

2∕Γ(o)Γ(Ω). Here, np is the total photon number of the optical
pump, and g is the non-linear coupling between the two modes
given by

g = 2𝜖0𝜒
(2)

√
ℏ𝜔1𝜔2𝜔3

8𝜖1𝜖2𝜖3V1V2V3 ∫ dV𝜓†
3𝜓2𝜓1 (11)

𝜒 (2) (the electro-optic nonlinear coefficient) and 𝜖1,2,3 (the permit-
tivities at microwave, pump, and signal mode frequencies 𝜔1,2,3)

Figure 4. The triple resonance condition. a) The frequency of the mi-
crowave mode must match the spacing between optical modes for effi-
cient frequency conversion. However, a uniform FSR also leads to efficient
down-conversion. The down-conversion can be supressed by either b) de-
tuning the optical pump or c) exploiting a non-uniform FSR.

are material dependent parameters. The integral gives the spa-
tial overlap between modes 1, 2, and 3 with field distributions
𝜓1,2,3. V1,2,3 are the mode volumes, defined by Vi = ∫ dV𝜓∗

i 𝜓i .
The overlap should bemaximized to increaseG0, while themode
volumes, on the other hand, should be minimized.
The conversion efficiency 𝜂 = Noutput

b ∕Ninput
Ω is given by[63,83]

𝜂 =
4𝜅e,o𝜅e,Ω
𝜅o𝜅Ω

G0(
1 +G0 −

4ΔΩ2

𝜅o𝜅Ω

)2

+ 4ΔΩ2

𝜅2o𝜅
2
Ω

(𝜅o + 𝜅Ω)2
(12)

with 𝜅o(Ω) and 𝜅e,o(Ω) being the total and external loss rates of
the output (microwave) modes, and ΔΩ the detuning of the mi-
crowave signal from the microwave mode. For unity conversion
efficiency to be possible, G0 ≥ 1, with further increases broad-
ening the achievable bandwidth[67] but requiring higher optical
pump power.
To maximize the overlap between WGMs and microwave

modes, themicrowave fieldmust be focused upon the edge of the
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disk, or the equator of the sphere, where the optical WGMs lie.
For rotationally symmetric modes, the integral in Equation (11)
leads to Clebsch–Gordan like selection rules that directly lead to
a form of angular momentum conservation. In nonlinear optics,
this is also known as phase matching, which intuitively requires
the phase velocity of the interacting fields to coincide. In ref. [62],
the microwave mode was confined by a pair of toroidal pillars
with the same radius as the disk, but because a standing wave
was excited in the cavity, half of the microwave photons were lost
to the counter-propagating mode.
In order to reduce Stokes processes, the system in ref. [62]

was thermally tuned to an anticrossing between the bright TE
modes and the dark TM modes.[84,85] This resulted in sufficient
asymmetry in the spacing of the adjacent WGMs that emission
into the lower sideband was completely suppressed (Figure 3c).
A cooperativity ofG0 ≈ 4 × 10−3 was demonstrated, leading to an
efficiency of 𝜂 = (1.09 ± 0.02) × 10−3. This architecture has also
been proposed as a source of entangled microwave and optical
fields, by exploiting spontaneous parametric down-conversion
processes.[86]

Up-conversion in an aluminum nitride micro-ring cavity of
diameter 200 μm coupled to a superconducting microwave res-
onator (Figure 4c) has also been observed.[63] The planar geom-
etry of this device allowed precise control over the spatial dis-
tribution of the microwave electric field, thus improving the
microwave-optical overlap. Although Qo in these structures is
lower than 106, this is offset by the decreased microwave losses,
with QΩ ≈ 1.5 × 104. Single sideband operation is enabled by us-
ing TE and TM optical modes as pump and signal modes, respec-
tively, an approach permitted by use of the r13 electro-optic coef-
ficient. As a result, a total efficiency including insertion losses of
𝜂 = (2.05 ± 0.04) × 10−2 was demonstrated, with the cooperativ-
ity being G0 = (0.075 ± 0.001).
Alternative electro-optic schemes have been proposed. Ref. [87]

suggests the use of graphene as a non-linearmedium. In ref. [88],
a device is described in which two strongly coupled optical res-
onators support a frequency doublet. The coupling is tunable,
and so the splitting of the doublet can be selected tomatch the re-
quired microwave frequency. With the optical pump at the lower
of the doublet frequencies, the Stokes process is suppressed. Fur-
thermore, because the FSR no longer has to match Ω, there is
more freedom over the resonators’ size, allowing for smaller op-
tical mode volumes and the potential for larger microwave-to-
optical coupling. For realistic device parameters, efficiencies of
𝜂 = 0.25 should be achievable.

3.2. Magneto-Optically Mediated Coupling

In magnetically ordered materials, the Faraday effect results in
light traveling in the direction of the magnetization having its
plane of polarization rotated by an angle 𝜃 = B per unit distance
traveled. Here, B is the magnetic flux density in the propagation
direction and  is the material-dependent Verdet constant. The
effect is non-reciprocal and is used in optical isolators, ring lasers,
and Faraday rotator mirrors.
In these devices, the magnetization of the material is fixed and

B has no time dependency. However, it is also possible to create a
time-dependentmagnetization atmicrowave frequencies by driv-

Figure 5. Magneto-optic upconversion. a) Cartoon of process, showing
coupling between a microwave and optical mode mediated by a magneto-
static mode, and noise introduced by a thermal bath. b) An example real-
ization using a microwave frequency copper cavity positioned between the
pole pieces of an electromagnet. In this case, the optical field was not res-
onantly enhanced. Reproduced with permission.[89] Copyright 2016, APS.

ing the precession of the magnetization vector about the mag-
netic field. At small precession angles, the resulting spin waves
and magnetostatic modes can be described as weakly interacting
bosons termed magnons. As a result of the Faraday effect, Bril-
louin scattering between photons of wavevector ki and magnons
of wavevector q can occur, resulting in photons of wavevector
ko = ki ± q, where the positive sign refers to absorption (an anti-
Stokes process) and the negative sign to emission (a Stokes pro-
cess) of a magnon. The frequencies are related by

𝜔o = 𝜔i ± Ω (13)

where 𝜔0 (𝜔i) are again frequencies of two optical modes and Ω
a microwave frequency, and SFG and DFG result.
In order to mediate microwave up-conversion, an electromag-

netic signal at frequency Ω must drive spin waves or magneto-
static modes in a material, thereby creating a coherent magnon
population (Figure 5). The frequency of the magnons can be
tuned toΩ by varying an appliedmagnetic field, and the coupling
between the two is mediated by magnetic induction.
The principle material system for quantum magneto-optic

experiments has been the ferrimagnetic insulator yttrium iron
garnet (YIG). Spin waves in YIG have a narrow linewidth
(𝜅m) due to low Gilbert damping in the material, leading to
its longstanding use as a component in classical filters and
transducers.[90] It is also transparent at telecom wavelengths,
with a low absorption constant and a relatively large Verdet
constant of 0.008◦ G−1 cm−1 at a wavelength of 1.15 μm.[91]
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Highly polished YIG spheres with a uniform static magne-
tization support a well-understood family of magnetostatic
modes[92,93] with magnetic field dependent frequencies. They
also allow WGMs to propagate around the equator,[94] with an
optical Q > 105 at 1550 nm; this is usually limited by surface
scattering. Typically, the diameter of the spheres used are
0.2−1mm, leading to an FSR of 16 − 80GHz. The evanescent
coupling conditions that apply for WGMs in disks must also be
met here, and this can be done by either fiber coupling,[95] or
prism coupling using rutile[96,97] or silicon[98] prisms.
There is also a significant impedance mismatch between a

50 Ωmicrowave feedline and the magnetostatic modes. This can
be reduced by embedding the YIG in a microwave cavity.[99–102]

The single-spin coupling rate to the microwave mode is given by
g0 = 𝜉eB0∕

√
2, where the 𝜉e is the electron gyromagnetic ratio,

B0 =
√
𝜇0ℏ𝜔c∕2Vc is the zero-point amplitude of the magnetic

field in the mode (with Vc being the effective cavity mode volume
[see Section 2.1] and 𝜇0 the permeability of free space), and the
factor 1∕

√
2 is due to the fact that only the component of the cav-

ity field co-rotatingwith themagnetization contributes to the cou-
pling. The magnetostatic mode is a collective spin excitation, and
the presence of N spins enhances the coupling[103] to the magne-
tostatic mode such that g =

√
Ng0. For a magnetostatic mode in

a spatially varying cavity mode field, the magon-microwave cou-
pling is given by

gΩ = 𝜙

2
𝜁e

√
ℏ𝜔c𝜇0𝜖r

Vc

√
2Ns (14)

where 𝜔c is the cavity mode frequency, N is the total number of
spin sites comprising the magnetostatic mode, s is the spin per
site, and 𝜖r is the relative permittivity of the dielectric within the
cavity. 𝜙 is the overlap between magnetostatic and electromag-
netic modes, and is given by

𝜙 =
|||| 1
HmaxMmaxVm

× ∫ dV(H ⋅M)
|||| (15)

Here,H is themagnetic component of themicrowave field andM
is the complex time- dependent off z-axis magnetization for the
magnetostatic mode. Hmax and Mmax are the maximum magni-
tudes of these, and Vm is the spatial volume of the magnetostatic
mode.
The optical photon-magnon coupling[89] is given by

𝜁 = G2l2

16Vm
N

Po

ℏ𝜔0
(16)

with l being the optical length in the cavity, G = 4
N

, and Po be-

ing the optical pump power, and the total conversion efficiency
at zero pump and signal detuning (although zero detuning is not
in general optimal) by [89]

𝜂 =
𝜅c𝜁

(𝜅c + 𝜅)𝜅m
4C

(C + 1)2
(17)

Here, the microwave co-operativity is C =
4g2Ω

(𝜅c + 𝜅)𝜅m
.

Equations (14) to (17) define the engineering requirements to
increase photon-magnon coupling, which are therefore similar
to those for enhancing the multiphoton cooperativity: the mode
volume should be decreased, the overlap between magnetostatic
mode and photon mode increased, and the material chosen to
maximize the spin density. Strong coupling between magneto-
static modes and cavities has been demonstrated,[99,100,102] but the
cavity must be resonant with the optical FSR, and it is not always
straightforward to realize a microwave cavity with a wide tuning
range.[104,105]

Conservation of angular momentum requires that the output
field resulting from magnon annihilation has the opposite opti-
cal polarization to the pump.[106] This lifts the requirement for
the FSR of a single mode family to match the microwave drive
and instead allows the freedom to choose an operating point at
which the frequency difference between TE and TMmodes is the
same as Ω. Furthermore, it leads to intrinsically single-sideband
operation, allowing either up-conversion or down-conversion to
be selected.
Up-conversion efficiency in current experiments is low, with

best results of 𝜂 ≈ 10−10.[89] The inclusion of optical cavity
modes in the form of WGMs has not led to a significant
improvement,[94,95] principally because of the small overlap be-
tween the spatially uniform Kittel mode, which occupies the en-
tire YIG sphere, and the WGMs, which are confined to the equa-
tor, giving a small magnon–photon coupling. Possible routes to
improve this include using higher-order magnetostatic modes,
which are concentrated near the surface of the sphere[98,106–110] (al-
though these are harder to excite with microwaves), or use a fer-
romagnetic disc or oblate spheroid (although this is likely to have
negative consequences for the linewidth of themagnetic modes).
Alternatively, Mie resonances in magnetic dielectrics with length
scales similar to the optical wavelength could be used instead of
WGMs, with the increased filling factor improving the coupling
to spin waves.[111]

3.3. 𝚲-Systems and Rydberg Atoms

Strong optical non-linearities are also found close to the absorp-
tion lines in a medium. For any three levels, the optical tran-
sition between one pair of levels must be dark, due to parity
selection rules. If the system’s dark transition is between the
lowest two energy levels, it is termed a Λ-system.[115] Coherent
Raman scattering in such a set of states can allow for control-
lable non-linearity, leading to the demonstration of electromag-
netically induced transparency,[116,117] slow light,[118,119] and stor-
age of light.[120,121] It also permits microwave up-conversion by
three wave mixing,[122] in which a coherent optical pump and mi-
crowave signal drive two of the transitions. This results in a co-
herence on the third transition, which generates an optical field
blue shifted by Ω (Figure 6a).
Erbium dopants in a yttrium orthosilicate crystal (Er3+:Y2SiO5)

are good choices for a material system,[112,123,124] having a family
of optical transitions with narrow linewidths. To create the de-
sired optical transitions, the states 4I15∕2 and

4I13∕2 are Zeeman
split by the presence of an external magnetic field (Figure 6b).
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Figure 6. Up-conversion using Λ-systems and similar level structures. a) Cartoon of process, showing coupling between a microwave and optical
mode mediated by atomic levels, and noise introduced by a thermal bath. b) Schematic of tunable three-level system due to an applied magnetic field.
Reproduced with permission.[112] Copyright 2014, APS. c) A possible set of energy levels in Rb. Coherent fields at 𝜔 and Ω couple the transition at
frequency Ω + 𝜔. Reproduced with permission.[113] Copyright 2018, APS. d) Two possible sets of energy levels in Cs. The ability to choose appropriate
levels gives flexibility in the output wavelength. Reproduced with permission.[114] Copyright 2017, APS.

The size of the splitting is proportional to the material’s Landé
g-factor. In Er3+:Y2SiO5, the large g-factor allows for relatively
small fields to be used, with a field of 178mT giving a splitting
of 4.9GHz. A two-photon process involving a microwave photon
and an optical photon drives transitions between the parallel
spin 4I15∕2 and the parallel 4I13∕2 states, via the antiparallel
4I15∕2 state. By detuning the microwave and optical fields from
resonance by ≈ 10 MHz, relaxation via spontaneous emission
from higher energy states is suppressed, absorption of the
signal is avoided, and analysis of the dynamics of the problem
simplified.
By locating the Er3+:Y2SiO5 in a loop-gap microwave resonator

(QΩ ∼ 300), the strength of themicrowave field can be enhanced.
The photon number conversion efficiency for such a scheme is
given by[112,125]

𝜂 =
||||||

4iS
√
𝜅1𝜅Ω

4|S|2 + (𝜅1 − 2iΔΩ)(𝜅Ω − 2iΔΩ)

||||||
2

(18)

wheremode labels 1 andΩ label the outputmode andmicrowave
mode respectively, andΔΩ is the detuning of themicrowave field
from the microwave mode. S is given by

S =
∑
k

𝜔r,kgΩ,kg
∗
1,k

𝛿1,k𝛿Ω,k
(19)

with the sum running over each rare earth ion in the microwave
field. For each ion, 𝜔r,k is the optical field Rabi frequency, gΩ,k is
the coupling to the microwave mode, g1,k is the coupling to the
optical output mode, and 𝛿 is the detuning from the modes.
The magneto-optic cooperativity is related to S by Go =

4|S|∕𝜅1𝜅Ω, and bymaking this substitution, andmaking the total
and external losses explicit, we can write the efficiency as

𝜂 =
4𝜅e,1𝜅e,Ω
𝜅1𝜅Ω

G0(
1 +G0 −

4ΔΩ2

𝜅1𝜅Ω

)2

+ 4ΔΩ2

𝜅21𝜅
2
Ω

(𝜅1 + 𝜅Ω)2
(20)

A comparison with Equation (12) immediately reveals the par-
allels between this technique and the electro-optic approaches.
This is not surprising; the coupling to rare earth dopants and Ry-
dberg systems is mediated via their large electric dipoles.
In ref. [124], an efficiency of 𝜂 ≈ 10−12 was demonstrated, with

the bandwidth of the conversion limited to less than 200 kHz
by the total linewidth of the microwave system. Improvements
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Figure 7. Optomechanical up-conversion. a) Cartoon of process, showing
coupling between optical and microwave modes mediated by a microme-
chanical resonator, and noise introduced by a thermal bath. b) Realization
using a vibrational mode in a micromechanical membrane. Adapted with
permission.[139] Copyright 2014, Springer Nature Limited. c) Realization
using a photonic crystal cavity in a nanobeam supporting a mechanical
breathing mode (right panel), coupled in to a photonic waveguide (left
panel). Reproduced with permission.[140] Copyright 2013, Springer Nature
Limited.

could be achieved by improving the currently modest quality fac-
tor (Q ≈ 300) of the microwave cavity, perhaps by moving to a
superconducting system. More significantly, this demonstration
did not use an optical cavity; a more recent experiment[126] used a
doubly resonant cavity (for both pump and signal frequencies) to
improve the device efficiency. An improvement by a factor equal
to the finesse of the cavity squared, due to the higher LDOS in-
creasing the emission rate, would be expected. The measured ef-
ficiency was 𝜂 = 1.26 × 10−5.
Suitable geometries of an optical cavity include Fabry–Pérot

resonator,[112] which can be readily integrated into such a scheme,
andWGM resonators, as used for electro-optic approaches.[73] An
alternative way to enhance the optical fields was demonstrated by
Zhong et al.,[127] in which a photonic crystal cavity was fabricated
directly in neodymium-doped YSO without increasing the inho-
mogeneous linewidth of the ions in the cavity. Purcell enhance-
ment and dipole-induced transparency were demonstrated.
Ensembles of cold trapped Rydberg atoms[128] also ex-

hibit a useful level structure, large dipole moments,[129]

and a giant electro-optic effect,[130] allowing microwave-to-
optical conversion.[131] Specific proposals have been made for
caesium,[114] rubidium,[132–134] (Figure 6c,d) and ytterbium[135]

gases to be used, with several pumps coupling multiple transi-
tions allowing an appropriate signal and output wavelength to
be selected. Collective states in a gas of Rb have been strongly
coupled to superconducting transmission line cavities[136] and
up-conversion was first demonstrated[113] using Rydberg states
in Rb. Both of these experiments were carried out in the classical
regime, with a significant thermal environment, and a maxi-
mum conversion efficiency of 𝜂 = 3 × 10−3 was demonstrated.
By ensuring all waves propagate along the same axis, the effi-
ciency was subsequently improved[137] to 𝜂 = 0.05, despite the
absence of resonant enhancement of the microwave field. An
all-resonant system may be able to achieve 𝜂 = 0.7. However,
because atomic ensembles naturally offer high cooperativity in
the phase-matched direction, an optical cavity is not vital for
high efficiencies.[138] This is in contrast to proposals using single
atoms,[114] which would require resonant enhancement.

3.4. Optomechanical and Piezoelectric Coupling

Schemes have been proposed and demonstrated in which mi-
crowave and optical fields are coupled via a mechanical resonator
(Figure 7).[141–143] Such a device relies upon vibrational modes be-
ing simultaneously coupled to the microwave field via electro-
mechanical coupling, and an optical cavity via opto-mechanical
coupling.[144] If both optomechanical and electromechanical cou-
plings are tunable, then a “swap” operation transfers the excita-
tion from the microwave field to a phonon excitation, and then
a second such operation effects a transfer from the mechani-
cal mode to the optical mode.[145–147] Such a resonant approach
requires low levels of dissipation in the photon and phonon
modes.[148]

In contrast, coupling through “mechanically dark”
modes[148,149] has more relaxed requirements. These modes
only involve excitations of the optical and microwave cavity
modes, and so dissipation due to the mechanical resonator is
not present. An analogy can be drawn with dispersive coupling
of qubits in a cavity,[150] for which cavity mode losses are not
deleterious.
Coupling throughmechanical modes has been realised by An-

drews et al.[139] and Bagci et al.[20] In both of these studies, vibra-
tional modes with frequencies between 340 and 1240 kHz with
Q ≈ 106 supported by a silicon nitridemembrane with character-
istic lengths≈ 100 μmwere used. Themembrane was positioned
on the axis of an optical cavity such that a change in position of
the membrane changes the length of the cavity and hence the
mode frequencies. The microwave resonator was an inductor–
capacitor (LC) circuit with a capacitative component close to the
membrane. Coupling was mediated by coating part of the mem-
brane with superconducting niobium[139] or with aluminium,[20]

such that a change in membrane position modulated the capaci-
tance of the circuit and therefore changed its frequency. Applying
strong pumps to each cavity, red-detuned from resonance, en-
hanced the photon–phonon couplings. Conversion efficiencies
of 𝜂 = 8 × 10−3[20] and 𝜂 = (8.6 ± 0.007) × 10−2[139] were demon-
strated.
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Table 2. Figures of merit for selected experiments for microwave to optical
frequency up-conversion.

Ref. Type Material system Ω [GHz] 𝜂 Bandwidth [MHz]

[62] Electro-optic LiNbO3 8.9 0.0109 1.38

[126] Λ-system Er:YSO 5.18 1.2 × 105 0.13

[63] Electro-optic AlN 8.31 0.259 0.59

[89] Magneto-optic YIG 10.5 10−10 2.28

[137] Λ-system Rubidium atoms 84 5 × 10−2 15

[151] Optomechanical Si3N4 6.16 0.47 1.2 × 10−2

[27] Piezomechanical LiNbO3 1.85 10−5 10

If the loss rates are not given explicitly, we assume critical coupling and 1 mW of
optical pump power.

The narrow linewidth and low frequency of the intermedi-
ate mechanical mode results in both a small bandwidth and
residual thermal occupancy at 10 mK. However, by exploiting
the correlations between the output noises from the microwave
and optical cavities, and using a classical feed-forward protocol,
Higginbotham et al.[151] reduced the thermal noise added dur-
ing up-conversion, at the expense of added noise from the feed-
forward process. Furthermore, improvements to the coupling
and mode matching allowed an efficiency of 𝜂 = 0.47 ± 0.001 to
be achieved.
The thermal population of the phonon modes can be reduced

by increasing the frequency of the mechanical resonator, but the
coupling via radiation pressure described above is weak, and par-
ticularly so at higher frequencies.[152] Stronger coupling can be
achieved via the piezoelectric effect. Here the coupling is medi-
ated by the change of polarization in a material due to an ap-

plied stress, or conversely the change in stress due to an applied
electric field. A high-frequency cavity can be created between two
spatially separated interdigitated transducers, an approach used
to make filters.[153] Alternatively, a single transducer can be used
to drive a resonant mechanical structure. Materials with a sig-
nificant piezoelectric coupling are common, and technologically
important examples include quartz, synthetic crystals including
LiNbO3 (LN), ceramics such as lead zirconate titanate (PZT), and
III-V semiconductors such as gallium arsenide (GaAs) and alu-
minium nitride (AlN).
The strong coupling necessary for high efficiency can be

achieved using the piezoelectric effect.[154–156] Furthermore, the
overlap between optical and microwave mode can be enhanced
by confining the optical mode to the nanomechanical element
itself.[27,157–159] In these experiments, the optical field is evanes-
cently coupled from a rib waveguide into a photonic crystal cav-
ity fabricated in a nanobeam resonator. The nanobeams have
a breathing mode (≈ 4GHz), with Q ≈ 1000. This relatively
high frequency allows suppression of thermal phonons at dilu-
tion fridge temperatures, and allows resonant driving by a mi-
crowave field. An internal efficiency of (1.6 ± 0.8) × 10−5 and
an external efficiency of 𝜂 = (2.0 ± 0.9) × 10−8 was demonstrated
by Vainsencher et al.[159] in AlN nanobeams. Jiang et al.[27] spa-
tially separated the optical andmicrowave input circuits and used
LiNbO3, allowing them to achieve 𝜂 = 10−5.
Alternatively, piezoelectric coupling can be used to drive me-

chanical resonators supporting WGM optical modes, such as
wheel resonators.[152,160,161] Thesemodes potentially have a higher
quality factor, although the spatial overlap with the mechanical
mode may be less.
Another protocol, using a mechanical resonator interacting

with both optical and microwave modes, has been described by

Figure 8. Progress in microwave up-conversion efficiency. Electro-optic techniques (blue squares) were initially applied to non-resonant systems[70]

before resonant enhancement of first the optical field,[72,163] and then also the microwave field.[62,63] Recent magneto-optical up-conversion experi-
ments (green triangles) using WGMs in YIG,[89,94,95] while showing promise, still suffer from low efficiencies, although in future this may increase
with the use of resonant microwave fields. First demonstrations based on rare earth ions[124] (orange diamonds) were also low in efficiency, but
this figure was later enhanced by using an optical cavity.[126] More recently, higher efficiencies have been achieved using Rydberg states in rubid-
ium atoms.[113,137] Optomechanical systems (red circles) have shown the highest demonstrated efficiencies so far,[20,27,139,159] but often require
laser cooling or feed-forward techniques to suppress thermal noise.[151] We also show the efficiency achievable by using a commercial electro-optic
modulator.[69]
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Barzanjeh et al.[162] In this approach, transfer of quantum states
from optical to microwave fields can be achieved by mixing the
input field with the optomechanical cavity optical field, and using
the results of the Bell measurement and the optomechanical cav-
ity microwave field, to prepare microwave photons in the same
quantum state as the input. Finally, we note that optomechanical
approaches are in principle bidirectional because of the symme-
try between the optical and microwave cavity fields in the Hamil-
tonian. In several cases,[139,159] optical-to-microwave conversion
was demonstrated.

4. Conclusion and Future Perspectives

The importance and intricacies of the challenge of coherent mi-
crowave up-conversion have led to a diverse range of experimen-
tal techniques being brought to bear upon it, each with their own
advantages and drawbacks (Table 2). Maximizing the efficiency
of the device has been an important goal (Figure 8), and the cur-
rent record, achieved in an optomechanical system,[151] is set at
𝜂 = 0.47. For approaches involving nonlinear media (including
hosts for Λ-systems) embedded in cavities, the principle roots
to maximising efficiency are increasing the non-linearity of the
medium, increasing the Q factor of the cavities, and increasing
the overlap and confinement of the three electromagneticmodes.
These criteria are not independent, and often a compromise be-
tween them is necessary.
It is in this area of optimal cavity mode forms that cur-

rent magneto-optic schemes suffer; the overlap between the Kit-
tel mode, which occupies the whole sphere, and the whisper-
ing gallery modes is small. Higher-order magnetostatic modes,
which are concentrated on the surface of the ferromagnet, may
offer a route for improvement, although efficient coupling into
such modes is difficult, requiring a highly non-uniform driving
field. Alternatives may include using magnetic modes in rare
earth crystals,[164] hybrid magneto-optomechanical devices,[165]

and travelling spin waves in thin films.[166]

For the relatively low efficiency up-conversion demonstra-
tion[124] using Er:YSO, the optical field was not confined. Calcu-
lations suggest an improvement of ≈ 1010 is possible with an op-
timized cavity. Electro-optic experiments have demonstrated the
benefits of double cavities,[62] with further room for improvement
of the relatively low Q microwave cavities. Very often, however,
increased efficiency due to higher Q cavities is bought at the ex-
pense of conversion bandwidth. In the case of efficient optome-
chanical up-conversion demonstrations, bandwidth has typically
been limited by the mechanical resonator. There is some leeway
to tune the bandwidth by overcoupling of cavities, and it can also
be increased by exploiting interference between two interaction
pathways present in a system including a two-mode mechanical
oscillator.[167]

Noise in the form of additional microwave photons can be
added to the output by either inadvertent down conversion of
optical photons to microwave frequencies (DFG), or by thermal
processes in cavities with low resonant frequencies, and there-
fore significant thermal occupancy. All the approaches described
here admit techniques to suppress or avoid DFG in various ways,
principally by decreasing the LDOS at 𝜔 − Ω. In electro-optic
systems, this is done by detuning of the optical pump from

resonance,[72] engineering of the optical FSR by using anticross-
ings with modes of different polarisation,[62] or exploiting off-
diagonal elements of the electro-optic coefficient to up-convert
to the opposite polarisation.[63] Additionally, selection rules for
magnon scattering further suppress DFG for magneto-optic sys-
tems. Λ-systems, on the other hand, do not exhibit DFG pro-
cesses, nor do systems in which coupled resonators form a fre-
quency doublet.
The performance of the bidirectional quantum state transfer

is quantified by the fidelity, which is defined as the overlap be-
tween the input and output states of the converter. As efficien-
cies of converters rise toward unity, this figure of merit will be-
come a key parameter. Calculations of the fidelity for Gaussian
and non-Gaussian quantum states as a function of the cooperativ-
ity and coupling rates in triple resonant systems are presented by
Rueda et al.[86] These calculations were introduced for the case of
a triple-resonant electro-optic device. However, they are also valid
for any other triple-resonant system. Microwave-optical squeez-
ing and entanglement for the presented systems are theoretically
analyzed in refs. [25,86] and the performance of microwave to op-
tical converters as Einstein–Podolski–Rosen source for teleporta-
tion are analyzed in refs. [86,162].
At temperatures less than 100mK, the thermal occupancy

of microwave frequency cavity modes is much less than one
photon, but some optomechanical systems rely on intermedi-
ate mechanical modes with lower frequencies and they still have
a significant thermal population at these temperatures, result-
ing in up-conversion of thermal photons. This can be reduced
by either laser cooling of the mechanical membrane or an ac-
tive feed forward protocol.[151] A recent experiment[168] has sup-
pressed added noise in an optomechanical system by raising the
operating frequency of the mechanical mode.
In conclusion, advances in microwave up-conversion have

been rapid. The relevant engineering figures of merit are quan-
tum efficiency, bandwidth, and fidelity. Progress on efficiency has
been significant, with best efficiencies improving from 𝜂 = 10−5

to 𝜂 = 0.47. Often, however, efficiency is traded against band-
width, with high Q cavities increasing interaction strengths at
the cost of a narrower linewidth. Direct measurements of fidelity
are less common, but noise measurements have been performed
on optomechanical systems.
The breadth of techniques brought to bear on the problemhave

made it a fruitful area of study; significant progress has been
made on such diverse topics as Rydberg atoms, dilute spin en-
sembles, control of nanomechanical oscillators, and non-linear
magneto- and electro-optics. The path to reach efficiencies close
to unity will also prove to be a rich seam of physics.
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